Number of Hits (run6078024)

- **nLEhitintray**
  - Entries: 3320
  - Mean: 2.371
  - RMS: 3.724

- **nLEhitineast**
  - Entries: 3320
  - Mean: 2.804
  - RMS: 2.013

- **nLEhinwest**
  - Entries: 3320
  - Mean: 3.061
  - RMS: 2.14

- **nLehitchanintray**
  - Entries: 3320
  - Mean: 1.765
  - RMS: 2.337

- **nLEhitchanineast**
  - Entries: 3320
  - Mean: 1.917
  - RMS: 1.049

- **nLehitchaninwest**
  - Entries: 3320
  - Mean: 2.009
  - RMS: 1.072

The graphs show the distribution of hits across different regions.